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Agnes Hatfield ~~ A Woman for All Seasons
By Sheila Hollies
She is quiet, unassuming and hardly a per-

answers to the many research issues in this

son whom you would expect to be an educator,

area, but as late as the 1970’s, diseases such as

a pioneer and an author. Agnes grew up in

autism, bipolar disorder and schizophrenia were

South Dakota, where she attended college for

lumped in vague proximity under the heading of

two years and taught elementary school. She

“abnormal psychology,” often with a nasty little

then left home to join the WAVES in World War

footnote suggesting that these problems were in

II. Subsequently, she attended the

some way linked to inadequate

University of California at Berkeley

parenting -- especially that of the

where she obtained an A.B. degree

mother. Correct questions had to be

and went on to earn a Ph.D. from

formulated before research answers

Denver University.

could be forthcoming.

Most of her long career was

The families of children with mental

spent at the University of Maryland.

illness thus had guilt added to their

She enjoyed teaching and eventually

already frustrating lives. Most of

rose to be Professor Emeritus,

them lived in isolation, and this,

Department of Human Development
in the College of Education.

Professor Emeritus
Agnes Hatfield

Her interests were broad, embracing the

Agnes decided, she could do
something about. Since the State

was busy emptying out hospitals for people with

disciplines of social work, psychology and

mental illness, with the promise of neighborhood

biology. Although her training was mostly

support which never materialized, Agnes found a

concerned with normal subjects, she found

situation where she could have a major impact.

herself increasingly involved with the problems

By gathering together groups of family

of people with mental illness. This interest

members of those who had, until recently, been

became a very personal challenge when her

institutionalized, Agnes created a situation from

son developed schizophrenia in his late teens.

which everyone benefited. Support was finally

Agnes was not only finding it difficult to get

available for the families, and pressure could be

brought to bear on the scientists to develop

as a writer and speaker, have combined to

realistic protocols of research.

produce an individual who has made major

Eventually Agnes became a founding member of the National Alliance on Mental Illness

contributions to people with mental illness and
their families.

(NAMI), which she, among others, provided with

•

financial support until it could obtain its own fun-

Kudos from the
Residents Association

ding. This organization has been copied by a
number of countries.
By this time, Agnes was viewed as an
expert in her field and she lectured extensively
both here in the United States and also in Israel,
Ireland, Australia, Canada, France and Sweden.
She authored or co-authored several books:
“Surviving Mental Illness,” “Family Education in
Mental Illness” and “Families of the Mentally Ill:

Five Collingtonians were recognized for
outstanding service to our community in the
annual rite this year. Here are two. The
following pages report on others.
Carolyn Browning, a familiar figure in our
halls, has been active in many fields. For years
she served as a marketer when residents
escorted prospects on tours. With her husband,

Stress, Coping and Adaptation.”
A list of Agnes’ articles appearing in peerreviewed journals comprises several pages. In
her spare time, she published a large number of
pamphlets providing families with practical
suggestions for helping a person in the grip of

Bob, she visited local churches to tell the
Collington story.
She has chaired the Hospitality Committee,
was vice president of the Residents Association
and served on the Flower Committee. Recently
she has developed acting skills with the Drama

mental illness.
Agnes’ self-deprecating manner and great
sense of fun, in addition to her formidable skills

Committee.
“Carolyn’s charm, intelligence and energy
have been felt by everyone at Collington,” her

The Collingtonian

citation reads.
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Arnold Klick was recognized for leading the
discussion group on world affairs which he
created. He is an active member of the Poetry
Group and writes poetry, himself.
And he recently set up a “Recreation Room”
where chess, checkers and other “cerebral”
games are set up for those who enjoy some
quiet time.

Photographer: Elsie Seetoo
Editorial Board: Layne Beaty, Frances Kolarek

Arnold’s interest in the outdoors is reflected
in his original treatment of his cottage garden.
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Good Taste, Good Art,
Good Group
By Frances Kolarek

Collington. Anne Stone is coordinator, with
Jeanne Gart her co-chair.
Unlike our Committees, which are open to all
comers, this Group’s members are appointed by

We say it again and again -- Collington is our

the President of the Residents Association. In

home and its interior decor is deeply important to

addition to the names already mentioned, the

us. We are accustomed to having fresh flowers

group includes: Ron Hawkins, whose talents in-

in our public spaces, a tradition initiated at our in-

clude picture framing and other sorts of delicate

ception. Collectibles showing the varied inter-

woodworking, Marty Blasier, Nancy McGhee and

ests of our residents are arranged in the Clock-

Liz Sober. Luanne Vaky, Rolfe Kingsley and

tower showcases by Elisabeth FitzHugh. Flo

Eva Yale, who live in the apartment building, will

Marion keeps pictures in all media hung in our

work together to make their environment more

corridor galleries. And Hilda Jay fills the Op

appealing.

Shop display cases with seasonal novelties and

First off, the group has focused its attention

objects d’art as they come to hand. And who

on the Clocktower Lobby and the main corridor

was not charmed last summer by the white

on the third floor of the Creighton Center. Pic-

wicker and fern decor of the Ivy Room veran-

tures have been hung and some objects have

dah, a gift of Loraine Percy?

been moved, to good effect.

Few are aware, though, of Lillian Langford’s

And there are the guest rooms. With Karen

persistent efforts to increase the comfort and vis-

Cheney, who channels the Groups requests to

ual appeal of our guest quarters.

Administration, Anne Stone met with Frank

Then, along come new ideas, like Jeanne

Krohnert, Operations Administrator, asking for

Gart’s suggestion -- inspired by a picture of Pat

more comfortable beds and furnishings. The re-

Battin shaking hand with President Clinton -- to

sponse was positive. Anne later spent a whole

solicit photographs of our residents in the com-

morning with Anne Krumrein, artist and photog-

pany of Heads of State.

rapher, hanging pictures there. Fortunately,

So many different approaches to decor have,
fortunately, not led to a hodgepodge. It is to

Hilda Jay has made the Op Shop’s generous
supply of framed pictures available.

avert that possibility that Sid Sober, President of

Efforts are already visible. A book case

the Residents Association, formulated a mission

supplied with attractive bric-a-brac and a collec-

statement for an Interiors Group to coordinate

tion of books has appeared in one sparsely fur-

these many efforts. It is charged with “the selec-

nished sitting area.

tion, use and placement of furniture and objets
d’art” in our public areas.” It will also pass on the

Just wait. You’ll see more and more results
of this Group’s enthusiastic, energetic work.

suitability of gifts of furniture and art offered to
March 2007
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Be a Pusher. The Little Red Cart Needs You.
“Why, oh why,” Jean Todd wondered as she

project and extends a red carpet welcome to any

lay sick abed in our Health Center with nothing to

who would like to join in pushing the cart once a

read, “Why doesn’t somebody come by pushing

month, on a Monday.

a cart with some books and magazines?”
After she felt better she took her question to

The job takes about 2 hours -- more if you linger and chat and take a rest. But it’s so enjoy-

the Health Services Committee which promptly

able it hardly merits the name “job.” And the

ordered a handsome red cart. “One with nice big

residents of the Health Center are truly glad to

wheels,” Sheila Givans, co-chair of the commit-

see you coming.

tee explains, “One easy-to-push over bumps
and in and out of the elevator.”

Couples are especially invited to sign on.
Doris and Ken Condit and Marty and Cole

Our Library was delighted to cooperate and
contributed a generous supply of books and
magazines.

Blasier are already on the roster. But singles are
also needed.
Join the fun by calling Kay Martin (7526), Ro-

The Little Red Wagon was ready to go. All it

Anne Hartfield (7386) or Sheila Givan (5071).

needed was a pair of volunteers to push it from

•

room to room in the Shenanoah, Potomac and

Junius Jeffries Honored

Chesapeake corridors of the Health Center.
Sheila and Gertrude Mitchell took off together

One of the Residents Association's annual

on the first trial run, and discovered that they had

Recognition Awards went this year to Junius Jef-

found something that was fun to do, and reward-

fries, who came to Collington in 1989. With a

ing, to boot. That’s an unusual combination.

degree from Hampton Institute, Junius became

Residents in the Health Center were delighted to be able to choose a murder mystery, a

involved in the layout of our Woodshop where he
was for many years chairman.

romance novel or a book with handsome colored

“He distinguished himself further as the first

pictures to look at. The magazines, while not the

Chair and organizer of the Property Committee,

very latest, are copies most of us haven’t gotten

which he served until his recent resignation,” the

around to reading yet. Requests from residents

citation reads.

for Bibles and inspirational material have also

It continues: “But all work and no play was
not for Junius. He propelled Bingo to new

been met.
In charge of sorting the cache of books and

heights through innovative approaches to the

magazines is Jesse Eckenrode, a professional

game.” More funds and new rules stimulated

librarian.

great interest and wider participation.

The roster of Red Cart pushers needs more
names. Kay Martin has agreed to coordinate the
4
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He is probably most widely known as “The
Voice of Bingo.”

A Splendid Surprise
By Faith Jackson

Before she came to Collington six years ago
Caryl had taken exactly one art class -- at the
Smithsonian. That’s all.

Caryl Marsh is on Cloud Nine. Never in her
wildest dreams did she expect this.

She loves Charlotte’s class and rarely misses
a session. At the outset, she says, “I was one of
the worst, but I was fascinated with the process
of fiddling around with water color and pencil. I
consider the work we do here to be part of the
Collington adventure as we advance in a new
life.”
Asked what she wants to do next she says,
“Draw more, because I really want to do faces.”
Onward, Caryl. Continue to enjoy. And succeed.

•
Caryl with Inferno
Photo by Ann Krumrein

Caryl was one of 18 artists from Collington

Pine Cobble School
Go back to 1938-39. A white clapboard

and the Bowie Senior Center who entered her

house stands on a hilltop with a view down the

work in a show called “ART WAITS: A Celebra-

Pownal Road that stretches from Bennington,

tion of Life and Art” at The Shops at Fabian

Vermont to Williamstown, Massachusetts and on

House in Old Town Bowie this past month. The

across the valley to the Berkshires. This is the

event was organized by Charlotte Allison, artist

brand new Pine Cobble School, founded largely

and teacher at Prince George’s Community Col-

for Bennington faculty children.

lege, who conducts the art class here at Collington.

Faith Reyher, a senior at Bennington College,
is holding her first teaching job, building experi-

Caryl’s water color, a dramatic orange-withyellow-center abstract, titled Inferno, was sold on
the first day, for $200!
While she is a neophyte in the art world,
Dr. Marsh is no stranger to success. With a
doctorate in psychology she was responsible for

ence just in case her dream of a performing career in dance fails to come true.
Margo Starr, 12 years old, is enrolled at Pine
Cobble. Anne Johnson, a prekindergartener
there, is very likely one of Faith’s students.
Now fast forward to February 2007. You will

developing the acclaimed exhibit, “Psychology,”

find Faith Jackson, Margo Kernan and Anne

sponsored by the American Psychological

Stone all living at Collington.

Association, which is still traveling the globe.

March 2007
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Plus ça change . . . plus ça change!
By Anne Stone

computer-smarts on behalf of the Collington
community. Here is a sampling.
Al Folop is the best-known of the computer

For those of us brought up on the old saying

whizzes at Collington. He has worked with com-

that the more things change, the more they re-

puters since at least 1960, when he operated the

main the same, the pace of change nowadays

computerized combat system control on a Navy

can be intimidating, especially when it comes to

ship. Al acquired his first home computer in

telecommunications in general and the computer

1975 -- rather, he acquired the components of a

and the Internet in particular.

computer and soldered them together.

Most of us remember when “telecommuni-

Although Al’s academic background is in

cations” meant party lines and telegrams, when

mathematics and electronics, and he spent most

keeping accounts meant ledgers and adding ma-

of his working life using and programming com-

chines, when “doing research” meant going to

puters for military purposes, his avocation is

the library, and when planning a trip meant tell-

playing the viola da gamba. His ambition was to

ing a travel agent what you had in mind and let-

put all the existing scores of 17th-century English

ting him make the reservations. There’s no

chamber music -- then available only on micro-

doubt that some of us would be quite content

fiche -- on his computer so that they could be

with those arrangements, or that, whether for

easily accessible to him and other musicians.

lack or interest or fear of fouling up, some of us

To accomplish this, Al developed his own

have decided to eschew home computers and

computer program, using “Forth,” the first avail-

the Internet.

able software language. He finished the project

However, whether or not they click the mouse

some 30 years later, in the course of which he

with confidence, many Collingtonians do have

produced “about a dozen” CDs from which the

computers, and an unscientific survey finds that

scores can be printed out.

nearly all of them use the Internet. At the very

As loads of Collingtonians can gratefully at-

least, they use e-mail, an unbeatable tool for

test, Al is generous with his knowledge of com-

communicating with offspring and their offspring,

puters and computer programs. Twice weekly

and with people in remote time zones.

he conducts free computer demonstration

Now plenty of Collingtonians are thoroughly

classes for residents, one for PC users and one

comfortable with computers and use them and

for Mac users, and responds cheerfully to cries

the Internet routinely. Disproving the hoary ad-

of “help” from residents in computer crisis. He is

age, these “old dogs” have no difficulty in mas-

also one of the volunteer instructors for PC Sen-

tering the new tricks that are required to keep up

iors, which offers hands-on classes right here in

with an ever-changing technology and new appli-

cottage 4102. (You can call ext. 7571 for more

cations, and quite a few are using their

information about this excellent resource.)
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she could write up her findings. Kay and her sibPat Battin, a librarian by profession, first encountered computers in 1967, when the Library
of Congress began to put its catalog on computer. Pat seems immediately to have grasped
the promise -- and the challenge -- of computer
applications for libraries. As Columbia University’s librarian, Pat says her focus was on
“managing the technology and conceptualizing
how the technology could enhance the mission
of the institution” -- in other words, how to make
sure that computers were the good servants, but
not the masters, of the library.
As the current chair of Collington’s Library
Committee, Pat and a squad of volunteers are
well on the way to completing the first-ever catalog of our library’s books. No card files are involved; the catalog is stored on the Internet.
Once this work is done, any resident with internet access will be able to check the catalog from
home (others can use the Library’s own
computer).
Pat is an old hand at e-mail, which Columbia
had way back in 1982, and she acquired her first
home computer at about that time. Today, she
uses her computer and the Internet routinely for
banking and financial management, shopping,
seeking information, maps and directions, airline
and hotel reservations, and the like.
Asked whom she calls if faced with a computer problem she couldn’t solve, Pat replied
that, so far, she hadn’t faced one -- lucky Pat!
Producing a book on her family’s history propelled Kay Cave into the computer age. Kay’s
mother had thoroughly researched their forebears’ trek to Oregon in 1853, but died before

lings undertook to compile the research into a
book, The Royal Way West, and Kay agreed to
type the manuscript. She began the work on a
typewriter, but around 1985 she got a computer
-- a Mac Plus -- and threw away her “WhiteOut.” (Five or six computers later, Kay is still a
Mac fan).
While Kay developed her computer skills
partly by trial and error, she joined the Annapolis
Computer Club early on and there found solutions to many a computing dilemma. She continues to learn new applications, most recently the
graphics program with which she produced the
first issue of the new Collington Library Notes
newsletter. Like Pat, Kay uses her computer to
facilitate a variety of tasks, including preparing
her tax returns.
Frances Kolarek relies on her computer to
produce The Collingtonian. She receives many
of the contributions by e-mail and, using her
trusty Mac, not only edits the text but also lays
out the publication and crops the photographs
(which she confesses to doctoring from time to
time). And, when she’s satisfied with the layout,
she sends the whole business to the printer
electronically.
Finally, it should be mentioned that most of
the above have elected to fit into their budgets
the not inconsiderable cost of a high-speed Internet connection, which, at Collington, must be
through Comcast. They and many others feel
strongly that this increasingly necessary facility
should be made available to all residents at a
more affordable price.
March 2007
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Outreach

A donation box is placed outside the Library

By Jarvis Freymann

for people to contribute useful items and/or
checks. Last year, more than 2,000 notebooks,

As independent and self-reliant as it has always been, Collington prides itself on looking

backpacks, calculators and other items were provided from contributions made by Collington resi-

outward as well as inward.

dents.

Living by John Donne’s “No

Familiar with what kids need

man is an island, entire of it-

most, Carol and Catherine

self” rubric, its residents

are the official shoppers, al-

have long interested and in-

ways seeking bargains.

volved themselves in the

This year, they took two car-

larger community of which

loads to Social Services

they are a part.

which distributes the items
to shelters throughout the

The stated purpose of

Collington’s Outreach Com- Carol Kempske, left and Catherine Hudson, right, County. Working through
mittee is to encourage and present childrens books to Karen Goldman of the guidance counselors at the
support residents in doing

Prince George’s Hospital Center.

schools and social workers

volunteer work both on campus and in the sur-

throughout the County system, they also pro-

rounding community. Every dime the Committee

vided gift certificates to a small number of par-

raises or receives through the Residents Asso-

ticularly unfortunate families who found them-

ciation is used exclusively for the benefit of oth-

selves unable to feed or clothe their children

ers living beyond its walls. According to Chair-

adequately.

man John Evans, the Committee currently has

Under a “Warm Nights” project chaired by

less than a dozen active members and use --

Virginia Peddle, large quantities of blankets,

and would warmly welcome! -- many more. Its

other bedding, warm clothes and toiletries are

meetings, held in the Board Room at 10 a.m. on

collected each fall for distribution to the County’s

the third Thursday of each month, are open to

homeless. All through the winter, these people

any and all residents who may wish to attend.

are housed in nearby churches which provide

One of the Committee’s most important an-

showers, meals and bedding. “Ginge” and her

nual projects provides school supplies for home-

coworkers provide them with small plastic bags

less children, or for those living in shelters in

filled with toothbrushes, toothpaste, deodorants

Prince George’s County. In administering this

and other personal items.

program, Carol Kempske and Catherine Hudson,

At Christmas, Collington’s Outreach elves

both experienced teachers, work closely with the

conduct a Holiday Gift program for nearby under-

County’s Department of Social Services to deter-

privileged families. A contributions box outside

mine exactly where the greatest needs lie.

the Library always receives a generous outpour-
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ing of gifts and donations; more than $1,100 was

contributed last year. In the past, children’s toys

Eileen Henderson -- Outstanding

were the prime focus, but more recently, prece-

Recognition overdue? Indeed it is. Eileen

dence has been given to providing sorely-

Henderson, a Collington pioneer who remem-

needed socks, underwear, gloves, sweaters and

bers the days before the Dining Room opened,

shoes to a smaller number of particularly needy

has been recognized by the Residents Associa-

children identified by teachers in nearby schools.
By working with a more limited and specific set
of wish lists, the Committee feels it is better able
to target and meet pressing needs. Last year,
Grace Langley hosted a wrapping party at which
our elves were able to finish off their job with a
genuine flourish.
The Sandwich project, underwritten by the

tion for her outstanding contributions to the community.
Most recently, Eileen agreed to relieve Ria
Hawkins as Chair of the Flower Committee, although she doesn’t make arrangements. Administration, in this case, is the job, as it is in so
many others Eileen has taken on -- 1100 Cluster

Residents Association, is currently under the di-

leader, Bulletin Board monitor, and advocate of

rection of Ardyce Asire and Edna Lingreen.

improvement in our landscaping.

Resident volunteers make some 100 sandwiches

Although Eileen got her Ninety Year Certifi-

twice a month and deliver them to the Commu-

cate three years ago, she still walks from her cot-

nity Cafe at the Hyattsville Methodist Church.

tage to the Creighton Center on steady feet and

In its Mentoring Program, the Outreach com-

pushes the Little Red Cart with books and maga-

mittee sponsors two off-campus tutoring pro-

zines to residents of the Health Center. Now,

grams. At Kettering Elementary, eight Collington

folks, look at page 4 -- and get moving! Thank

volunteers work with 4th-graders under the su-

you.

pervision of the school’s guidance counselor.

Harriet Simons

Under Fran Dutton’s watchful eye, and with
the cooperation of the County’ Literacy Council,
eight volunteers will soon begin a 15-session

The mainstay of the Music Committee for

training program to launch a program designed

most of her ten-year residence, Harriet has

to help foreign-born adults learn to read and

brought us countless concerts that have en-

write English.

riched our musical life.

Topping off its efforts, the Committee distrib-

And she has presided over weekly educa-

utes large number of books -- well over 800 last

tional programs focusing on the history of music

year -- to children at Prince George’s County

and related topics.

Hospital, which encourages the children to take
a book home with them. These too are donated
by residents.

Now the Residents Association has recognized her outstanding contributions and we who
have enjoyed the music say “Thank you.”
March 2007
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Helen Gordon’s Goings On
Dora Halton, who has traveled extensively in
Africa, has lent a collection of jewelry, garments

line where you are supposed to.” So after singing “London Bridge” they all fell down.

and hand-woven fabrics from Ghana and else-



where, which Flo Marion has deftly arranged on

Pronounced by all “an entertaining evening

the Grand Staircase where we are accustomed

and a huge success,” the cast of “An Inspector

to seeing a quilt. It’s an arresting display and

Calls” took well-deserved bows following the

worth a second and third look.

reading of the play in January. Rita Newnham,



Dorothy Brown and Nancy McGhee read the

Carolyn (Cary) Malon Sober has lent 19 bril-

parts of women, while Chuck Dell, Bill McGhee,

liant paintings inspired by the Shenandoah Val-

Jack Yale and Herb Stone read the male roles.

ley. These abstractions, painted in a vivid pal-

Marcia Behr directed the production, MaryAver-

ette, represent a favorite subject, Cary says.

ett Seelye handled lights and Mary Ann Pellerin

She has been painting for 25 years, and has

the video. Thanks, all, for bringing us a delightful

studied or been associated with many profes-

evening.



sional groups and universities. Cary is the
daughter-in-law of Sid and Liz Sober of Cottage

Jamie Wilson -- Peter’s four-legged shadow
-- is constantly on the lookout for suspicious ac-

5111.


Many thanks to Margo Starr Kernan for or-

tivity in the bushes behind Cottage 5003 where
he lives. Herb and I (Helen Gordon) are next

ganizing, presenting and analyzing for us the

door neighbors, and recently, after we heard Ja-

series of six films by great film makers. An inde-

mie’s persistent barks, we looked out the window

pendent film producer herself, Margo drew upon

to see ten young deer emerge from the under-

her knowledge of film history to help us under-

brush. They were suddenly spooked and flew

stand and appreciate what constitutes great work

behind their leader like a flock of birds.
The white deer (an albino?) was spotted

in the medium of film.


Nancie Gonzales, who has a perpetual slight
balance problem, was convinced to try jumping

again on campus. Keep us posted about further
sightings.



on a trampoline by her 3-year old grand-daugh-

Omitted from the picture of veterans of OSS

ter, Kathryn. “Come on, Granny. Since you fall

The Collingtonian carried last month was Julie

down a lot you might as well do it on a trampo10
The Collingtonian
March 2007

Lohr. We are happy to carry this note and regret

Walnut Hills High School in Cincinnati, Ohio,
Julie was omitted from the original photograph.



a public college prep school, has sent us three
residents:
Bud Dutton graduated in the Class of ‘38.
Horvena Alexander was Class of ‘40.
Ardyce Asire was Class of ‘49.
To Horvena, who recently moved into Apartment 240, we extend a warm welcome.


The inclusion of calorie counts on our menu
has produced mixed feelings, ranging from “Oh,
NO!” to “They are useful.” But when you really,
On a cruise to the Mexican Riviera with Jack,

really can’t resist a piece of rich chocolate cake,

Eva Yale got a cold, wet kiss from a dolphin

it would be nice NOT to be reminded that it adds

named Nino.

up to 783 calories. We already know it’s fatten-



Talent Night 2007, the display of homegrown

ing.



offerings of songs, dances and funny sayings,
brought out an unusually rich array of talent.

Anna Shea is back from two weeks in India,
a trip she described as “fabulous.” Sarah and

Produced by Dorothy Brown and Chuck Dell,

Chuck Demetrowitz have taken off for Bangkok

who emceed, some new talents emerged. Pau-

for an extended tour of the Orient. When winter

lette Tino brought some French songs, Ken Bur-

has been so brief, it seems a pity to miss out on

ton’s Grandfather’s Clock was well received and

it!

Ron Hawkins brought a tribute to Maya Angelou.



And we heard from many of our favorite perform-

The gentle, fluffy snow that fell as this issue

ers who continue to bring smiles to our faces.

is going to press was described by one artistic



resident as “a photographer’s dream.” David

Artistic talent is abundant at Collington, as

Goodkind, who recently moved into Cottage

you will see by strolling through the Library Gal-

2107, took a long walk along the covered cluster

lery where Flo Marion has hung works by Moira

paths and the perimeter road, enjoying the wintry

Nelson, Marion Schubauer, Judith Shaw and

scenery. David follows in the footsteps of his

Maria Colvin -- all students of Charlotte Allison’s

mother Sylvia, also once a Collington resident,

art class. See page 5 for more news from this

who was fond of strolling beside our Lake.



class.
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Also . . .

Is it true that some hospital nurses get their
By Layne Beaty

training from drill sergeants?. . . Bismarck
seems to get credit for this: There are two things

Many of us have been wondering, since

that the making of which the public should not be

maybe 1988, “What are those Chinese charac-

allowed to see up close: politics and sausage.

ters that adorn the wall by the doors to the eleva-

Then some people say “I never sausage a

tors on Floor 2?” “Advice?” “No Smoking?”

mess.”
•

“Swimming pool next floor?”

If you don’t understand that punch line of this

Well, here they are:
“Outside my window, the snow brightens the
darkness of night.” “Plum blossoms entwined

old snicker about “the other shoe dropping,” then
you probably never lived in a boarding house.
•

around my balcony display a wintry glow. The

Questionable Mots

snow outside my window brightens the darkness

“He looks just like his father.”

of night.”
Both verses are by scholar Wang Wengi, and
we have them now, thanks to the kindness of

Vegetable meat loaf? (Horse radish?
Quiche? Neigh.)
•

fellow-resident Elsie Seetoo, also a busy photographer, who lived in China during a number of

It may be true: Collington hired a few University of Maryland students during the holidays to

her mid-years.
•

give some of our serving staff time off. Some

No, Hyacinth, the Iraqis we read so much

were bright computer science majors, but not

about nowadays are not the well-known Iroquois

very dexterous otherwise. Actually, one might

that were such a bother a few years ago.

say “awkward.” They spilled hot cereal on some

•
In your constant pursuit of interesting facts

of us. The moral: Beware of Geeks bearing
grits.
•

about our country, there may be two that deserve special notice. First, there was the statue
in Enterprise, Alabama, dedicated to the boll

To some of our friends, a balanced diet is a
drink in each hand.
•

weevil which did so much harm to the fields of
cotton that peanuts became a favorite crop.
Then, there was spinach. Some southern Texas

Bills travel through the mail at twice the
speed of checks.
•

farmers erected a special statue of the comic
strip hero Popeye because of the vigorous way
he promoted spinach as a health food.
•

Never be too open-minded. Your brains may
fall out.
•

